Name____________________________________

Instructor________________________

Address__________________________________
Badge No.__________________________________
Date____________________________

PISTOL RANGE TEST PART 1
New members will be required to attend and pass a live fire qualification course
before using the pistol range. Members failing to pass will not shoot on the pistol
range. The live fire will not be given to any member twice.
A video of the test (Part 3) is available in the Clubhouse. The video shows a walk
through of this part of the test. As the walk through video is not perfect, observe and
comment on any imperfections.
When you elect to take the test, you must arrive at the pistol range with no firearms. At
this time you must have answered your test questions (Pistol Range Test Part 2) and give
the completed form to the Instructor.
The purpose of this test is to make sure you show a complete understanding of range
behavior and rules as they pertain to both shooting and safety.
Explain, in detail, and demonstrate to the Instructor what you are required to do,
safety-wise and shooting-wise, in the following situations.
Other Shooter (PRO) There Already





Decide where he is in his course of fire and act accordingly.
Set up, (yellow gun) when appropriate, on a position to shoot.
Call all range commands for yourself and the other shooter.
Pretend to load and fire (say bang!)

Other Shooter (PRO) Will Now Leave



Pretend to load and fire again (say bang!).
Prepare to leave the range

End of test

4-1--2019

Name____________________________________

Instructor________________________

Address__________________________________
Badge No._________________________________
Date____________________________

PISTOL RANGE TEST PART 2
Complete this form and give it to the Instructor when you arrive at the pistol range to take
Part 2 of the test. You must score 100% to complete Part 2 .
1. During normal shooting hours, Saturday 11:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m. and Sunday 1:00

p.m.- 5:00p.m., when a guest is shooting, the host must not shoot and must directly
supervise the guest.
Yes No
2.

During off-hours you arrive at the pistol range and find another Pistol Range Officer
(PRO) already shooting. Are you the Pistol Range Officer in charge? Yes
No

3.

Are you allowed to shoot at a target on the ground?

4.

You must wear your badge while you are shooting or hosting a guest on the pistol
range.
Yes No

5.

After the command “STEP BACK FROM THE FIRING LINE,” and until the
command “SHOOTERS TO THE FIRING LINE,” is given, you may not cross the
green line or touch any firearms, ammo, gear, etc. on the bench.
Yes No

6.

Open chamber indicators are required in any uncased firearm on the bench which you
are not in the process of firing.
Yes No

7.

During off-hours if you forget to bring your Pistol Range certification badge, it will
be okay to be on the pistol range.
Yes No

8.

Loaded or unloaded, your firearm must be pointed down range at all times.
Yes

9.

Yes

No

No

No guests are allowed in or on the Pistol Range during Off Hours
Yes

No

10.

During Club Hours you must hand/show your badge to the Duty Range Officer..
Yes No

11.

A concealed carry pistol may only be used on the pistol range if it has been unloaded
and cased before being brought on club property.
Yes No

Name____________________________________Instructor_______________________
Badge No.__________________________________

PISTOL RANGE TEST PART 3
INSTRUCTOR’S CHECKLIST
This checklist must be stapled to Pistol Range Test Parts 1 and 2.
Instructor will observe the shooter and score the following
1. Shooter enters range safely: firearms cased, badge on, observes area and others
for safety and badges.
Yes No
2. Shooter acknowledges the command the range is under (“Commence firing”-other
shooter will be firing) and acts accordingly (sets his gear on the Line, makes firearm
safe, get target from shed, etc)
Yes No
3. Shooter sets up safely (no loaded firearms uncased or magazines, muzzles
downrange, open bolt indicator is used.
Yes
4. Shooter calls all Range Commands

Yes

No

5. Shooter fires safely (muzzle downrange and below berms)

Yes

No

No

6. On the command “Step back form the firing line” does the shooter observe his own
and other shooters’ firearms for safety (open bolt indicators, all muzzles pointed
downrange) before proceeding.
Yes No
(At this point the other shooter is removed)
7. Shooter calls range commands for a second time

Yes

No

8. Shooter prepares to leave range (observes firearm safety-cases unloaded firearm and
unloaded magazines).
Yes No

